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Abstract

Architecture can provide unique, experiential spaces at varying sizes. In situations of housing scarcity or lack of affordability, design becomes imperative in crafting spaces that, while spartan and minimal, allows for variation and individuality to arise. In the context of an urban intervention, architecture can unite the city and the people by offering space for the city and creating an active community for its occupants. This thesis uses a micro-apartment complex in Chicago overlooking a park and elevated subway tracks to show how architecture and design can provide dignified spaces of any size.
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Fig. 1
The housing landscape of Chicago, and major cities around the country, has skewed greatly toward building luxury condos and apartments to seek great returns by investors and developers. As a consequence, rents and home prices have increased, pushing out lower-income people and creating greater income disparity and segregation.

Maps show average individual income by census tract.

Source: Voorhees Center, University of Illinois at Chicago

Fig. 2
Historically, in order to accommodate the influx of workers to urban areas, boarding and worker houses were quickly constructed in industrial centers for factory workers and transients. Rooms were small and were tightly crammed into each floor to house as many workers as possible.
Typical floor plan

Fig. 4
Globally, affordable housing shortages in urban areas have led to the creation of slums within or at the outskirts of major cities. In places like China, entire families are packed into small subdivided apartments that are less than 50 square feet.
More modern attempts at affordable housing schemes have tended towards communal living. PodShare, a co-living company, offers open bunks in San Francisco and Los Angeles, with residents sharing common areas like bathrooms and kitchens. The lack of privacy with residents closely put together with no curtains or dividers is meant to encourage social interaction and community building.

This type of living arrangement appeals to a specific group that can tolerate the loss of privacy in exchange for a more social environment. Taking minimal living spaces to its extreme limits the appeal of such a lifestyle and the scalability of the typology.
A better type of accommodation is needed in the face of a growing urban housing crisis. Attempts abroad have yielded fruitful results. The Olympic Village in Munich was transformed into affordable student housing in which the students have made into their own by decorating exteriors and interiors. The complex consisted initially of over 800 units, arranged to form narrow village-like streets and piazzas where communal activities can happen.
The history of the “four plus one” in Chicago shows modern attempts at affordable dense housing. Considered a building type unique to Chicago, four plus ones usually took up single or double lots and built with a concrete platform with surface parking and wood-framed upper floors. They were built as economically as possible as most consisted of studio and one bedroom units which catered to singles, young couples, and the elderly. Community opposition in the form of preserving community character changed the building codes to halt the development of this type of housing.
The site is located on the west side of Chicago on a triangular lot bounded by elevated tracks to the north, Odgen avenue to the east, and Union Park to the south. Union Park is named in recognition for the birth of the international labor movement in Chicago. On May 4th 1886, a clash with police, anarchists and other leftists erupted while protesting for a eight-hour workday after a bomb exploded killing officers and protesters. The origin of May Day, celebrated on May 1st, was created in recognition of these protests. Currently, the park hosts cultural events and concerts along with providing general recreational facilities.

The CTA tracks just to the north of the site create a border between the park and the more industrial buildings of the neighborhood. The neighborhood at large is undergoing tremendous change as the old industrial base is being replaced with residential lofts and creative businesses including many architecture firms.
A triangular site provides challenges towards developing form. There is a desire to mold the building to the site or fighting against it to offer a contradictory reaction to the site. Due to the site being adjacent to open parkland and a view of the skyline, it was important to emphasize these views developing the form.

In extending and augmenting the park into the site, a large open public to be used for congregation and other activities leads toward a curved form around the perimeter of the site.
Formerly, the site was home to a manufacturer of harps. The form of a harp turned out to be an ideal form for the site with the branches and the harmonic curve creating a large open space for public use.
The result is a form that allows a large public plaza to be offered to the park and community while providing the units plenty of light and views.
The ground floor is used as a market hall to serve the public and residents.
The residential floors are separated with rooms, service areas, and communal areas at the ends and the curve of the building.
The rooms are small but respond to their orientation. Plaza facing rooms feature moveable shutters that allow the resident to block harsh light. The rooms facing the tracks and street is buffered by a winter garden which blocks out noise while also offering more space to those rooms.
Given that this style of housing may fit more transient individuals, built-in casework give these rooms ample storage for resident’s belongings and give each unit a distinct individual character.
L: Typical unit facing north to the "L" tracks.

R: Typical Unit facing south towards Union Park.
Taken together, these rooms and communal spaces offer a retreat from urban life while also still connecting residents to the city at large with the plaza, parks, and market serving as a gathering place for citizens of Chicago.
View of downtown Chicago from communal space.
Section through communal space
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